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dungeon siege iii is a role-playing game developed by
obsidian entertainment and published by square enix. the
game was released on june 22, 2011, for microsoft windows
and xbox 360. on june 27, 2011, it was released on
playstation 3. the game was first announced at e3 2011. on
june 15, 2012, it was announced that the game would be
released for the playstation 4 and xbox one. on june 26,
2019, it was announced that the game would be released for
the nintendo switch. dungeon siege iii is the fifth game in the
dungeon siege series and the last to be released on the xbox
360 and playstation 3. the game was designed by richard
taylor, director of the previous game in the series, dungeon
siege ii. dungeon siege iii is a role-playing video game
developed and published by obsidian entertainment, and is
the fifth game in the dungeon siege series of video games.
the game was released on june 22, 2011, for microsoft
windows and xbox 360. on june 27, 2011, it was released on
playstation 3. the game was first announced at e3 2011. on
june 15, 2012, it was announced that the game would be
released for the playstation 4 and xbox one. on june 26,
2019, it was announced that the game would be released for
the nintendo switch. dungeon siege iii is the fifth game in the
dungeon siege series and the last to be released on the xbox
360 and playstation 3. the game was designed by richard
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taylor, director of the previous game in the series, dungeon
siege ii. dungeon siege iii is a role-playing video game
developed and published by obsidian entertainment and
square enix, and is the fifth game in the dungeon siege
series of video games. the game was released on june 22,
2011, for microsoft windows and xbox 360. on june 27, 2011,
it was released on playstation 3. the game was first
announced at e3 2011.
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gamespy characters can be downloaded from the gamespy
servers to players' computers, where they can then be used
for internet, lan, and single-player games. the reverse is not

true: gamespy characters can only be created and leveled on
the gamespy network itself. gs network supports only

original games; pirate copies are blocked due to cd-key
control. online play may therefore also not be possible with a
second-hand game. gamespy characters can be downloaded
from the gamespy servers to players' computers, where they
can then be used for internet, lan, and single-player games.

the reverse is not true: gamespy characters can only be
created and leveled on the gamespy network itself. gs

network supports only original games; pirate copies are
blocked due to cd-key control. online play may therefore also

not be possible with a second-hand game. the game
dungeon siege iii is a fantasy role-playing game that takes
place in the world of aranna, where humans and monsters

live in harmony. the game displays the game world from an
isometric perspective and it specifically uses a display

engine that makes the game feel seamless. the game does
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not have the load screen issue which most fantasy games
face. dungeon siege iii avoids using a lot of cut scenes so the

characters in the game talk to each other while traveling.
expanded world: kingdom of ehb, utraean peninsula and

yesterhaven are playable from dungeon siege and legends of
aranna is playable if the user has that expansion pack

installed. adds 50 or 60 hours play time to dungeon siege 2
or broken world. original features: most quests, monsters
and npcs are present from the original maps and many

weapons, armour and items from dungeon siege are also
available in dungeon siege 2 or broken world. continuity

from dungeon siege: for the first time play through all the
maps with the same party. you can begin in the kingdom of

ehb as a lowly farmer and end up at the end of dungeon
siege or broken world as a legendary hero who shaped the

future of the world with their own hands. enhanced features:
dungeon siege 2 features such as skilltrees, powers,

quest/shop icons, minimap, banters, dialogs, expanded pets,
reagents, expanded logbook and so much more are available
in the original maps. in addition the multiplayer only utraean

peninsula map is now playable in singleplayer with 7
recruitable characters to recruit to assist the hero. extensive

compatibility with other mods: dungeon siege legendary
pack has extensive compatibility with the large library of fan
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made modifications already available for dungeon siege 2.
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